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Objective

• How typical library functions support what 
users want?

• How do the users' goals reflect on the 
actual design of digital libraries?



Studies Methods

Literature Study Web Analysis

Library functionsGoals & Tasks



Goals, Tasks & Functions

• A task is what people need to do to 
achieve their goals.

• The goals are what users expect, want 
and need from the system and what they 
would like to do with the system (ISO 
9241-11, 1998).

• Functions are defined as an aid or ‘tool’
the user can use in order to fulfil a task.



Goals, Tasks & Functions

Goal: Paper for LIDA conference

Tasks Functions
Read call for papers Internet Browser
Write paper Microsoft Word
Submit paper Email Client
If accepted: revise paper Microsoft Word
Prepare presentation Microsoft PowerPoint
Come to LIDA conference Airplane



Goals and Tasks
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Goals and Tasks

Information Retrieval: Search or browse the 
available material in the digital library concerning 
personal interests.Information

Retrieval



Goals and Tasks

Interpretation: Cogitate, reflect, examine and 
organise the results regarding the quantity and 
quality (relevance) to decide if the results are 
suitable for analysis in detail or if a new search has 
to be run.

Information
Retrieval

Interpretation



Goals and Tasks

Extraction: Export, save, bookmark, print or 
purchase the results to get permanent access to 
the information outside the digital library and 
recommend results to other people that might be 
interested in the same topic.

Information
Retrieval

Interpretation

Extraction



Goals and Tasks

Personalisation: Tailor information, functions and 
DLs’ User Interface to match the unique and 
specific needs of an individual or a community.

Personalisation

Information
Retrieval

Interpretation

Extraction



Goals and Tasks

Collaboration
Collaboration: Work together in networks to 
provide feedback to the other users and 
administrators of the digital library regarding the 
value of the available resources

Personalisation

Information
Retrieval

Interpretation

Extraction



Goals and Tasks

CollaborationPersonalisation
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Digital libraries 
1 National Film and Sound Archive of Australia
2 The European Library
3 The Library of Congress Memory Project
4 ACM Digital Library
5 Digital mechanism and gear library
6 Ingenta Connect
7 Science Direct
8 Internet Archive
9 SAGE Journals Online
10 DRIVER - Digital Repository Infrastructure Vision for European Research
11 Emerald
12 Project MUSE
13 PANGAEA - Publishing Network for Geoscientific & Environmental Data
14 The State Hermitag Museum - Digital Collection
15 CERN Document server
16 NetLibrary
17 IEEE Xplore
18 Inspec
19 ISI Web of knowldege, Web of science
20 Chemistry Central
21 Zentralblatt MATH - ZMATH Online Database
22 Periodicals Archive Online
23 "Nature Publishing Group" ("Nature")
24 Wiley InterScience
25 Europeana
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Conclusion
• Major concentration of functions in stages that address information retrieval 

needs. 

• Quick Search, Advanced Search within selectable fields and Browse the 
collection are the core functions of all systems. 

• Save search queries or subscription to Search Alerts by email or RSS Feed 
are more and more coming up as most DLs enable their users to register.

• Special features like Non-textual search or Cited Reference Search are 
observed in only a few cases.



Conclusion
• Edit new Search and Modify Search are the most emerging functions to 

work with the result list followed by Refine results by and Limit results to. 

• Search within results is found in only eight of 25 systems. 

• Almost all DLs show the actual search request on page with result list, but 
only three of 25 show recent search requests. 



Conclusion
• Extraction functions like Export citations or Save records to a binder are 

quite pleasant for users and widely spread. 

• Export functions are considering different citation management software 
applications (e.g. EndNote) and thus users can download citations in a 
favoured format. 

• Nine of 25 DLs offer Bookmarking options (e.g. post to del.icio.us, Furl, 
CiteUlike, Connotea, Bibsonomy) and more than 50% enable the users to 
send record references by email. 



Conclusion
• Functions supporting personalisation or collaboration are not yet very 

common especially among the public funded digital library projects. 

• Digital libraries with commercial interest and large collections (e.g. Science 
direct or Ingenta) provide more functions and services to meet the individual 
needs of their paying users. 

• Nevertheless nearly all DL offer a personal account so that users have to 
register and login for each session. But the personal account is mostly only 
used for long-term saving of records or search requests. 

• Alert Options seem to be quite helpful services but only a few DL are 
offering. 

• Functions concerning collaboration are rare and mostly related to 
communication between user and DL. Functions that enable users to work 
together like Add a tag or Comment a record are provided by only one DL. 



Conclusion

Is there a gap between 
‘what users want’

and 
‘what DLs offer’ ?



Conclusion
• We affirm that there is a gap betwee “what users want” and “what Dls offer”
• Searching/ Browsing is still the motor that pushes the use of DLs
• But in times of increasing amount of information users need more options that 

support their retrieval
• They need individual freedom to work with information and to share their ideas 

with others

• Much more work hast to be done to offer more functions that support 
personalisation and collaboration

• But never forget to ask your users: develp functions accordings to your users’
needs and requirements as well to the sprecific context of use



Future research
• In order to support the development of usable DLs we are going to describe 

User Interface Patterns. 
• Patterns serve as documentation of proven solutions for recurring design 

problems. 
• We are going to describe patterns of proven solutions supporting the typical 

goals and task of users as well as patterns that record typical library 
functions. Thus the above work is done to gain a broad collection of 
functions which need to be evaluated to identify proven solutions.
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